
Find	  out	  if	  the	  kigo	  flit	  will	  fit	  you	  with	  this	  printable	  size	  guide.	  Simply	  set	  youf	  
printer	  scaling	  to	  'none'	  or	  'actual	  size',	  print	  and	  measure	  the	  specified	  line	  to	  
ensure	  a	  length	  of	  2	  inches.	  Place	  the	  paper	  on	  the	  floor,	  align	  your	  foot	  to	  the	  
outline	  and	  check	  that	  the	  size	  and	  shape	  are	  a	  good	  fit	  for	  your	  feet.	  	  
	  

	  
	  

SIZE

W7 | M5.5  [US]

INSTRUCTIONS
Set your page scaling to ‘none’ or ‘actual size’,
print and measure the line below, verifying that it
measures 2 inches. Place the paper on 
the floor, align your foot to the outline and
check that the size and shape are a good fit.

2 inches
5.08 cm

Measure this line to verify print settings 
are correct.

STYLES

drive
flit

eco | minimalist | comfort

         SIZE GUIDE

Print this template on an 8.5” x 11” sheet.



	  
	  

SIZE

W8 | M6.5  [US]

INSTRUCTIONS
Set your page scaling to ‘none’ or ‘actual size’,
print and measure the line below, verifying that it
measures 2 inches. Place the paper on 
the floor, align your foot to the outline and
check that the size and shape are a good fit.

2 inches
5.08 cm

Measure this line to verify print settings 
are correct.

STYLES

drive
flit

eco | minimalist | comfort

         SIZE GUIDE

Print this template on an 8.5” x 11” sheet.



	  
	  

SIZE

W9 | M7.5  [US]

INSTRUCTIONS
Set your page scaling to ‘none’ or ‘actual size’,
print and measure the line below, verifying that it
measures 2 inches. Place the paper on 
the floor, align your foot to the outline and
check that the size and shape are a good fit.

2 inches
5.08 cm

Measure this line to verify print settings 
are correct.

STYLES

drive
flit

eco | minimalist | comfort

         SIZE GUIDE

Print this template on an 8.5” x 11” sheet.



	  
	  

SIZE

W10 | M8.5  [US]

INSTRUCTIONS
Set your page scaling to ‘none’ or ‘actual size’,
print and measure the line below, verifying that it
measures 2 inches. Place the paper on 
the floor, align your foot to the outline and
check that the size and shape are a good fit.

2 inches
5.08 cm

Measure this line to verify print settings 
are correct.

STYLES

drive
flit

eco | minimalist | comfort

         SIZE GUIDE

Print this template on an 8.5” x 11” sheet.



	  

SIZE

W11 | M9.5  [US]

INSTRUCTIONS
Set your page scaling to ‘none’ or ‘actual size’,
print and measure the line below, verifying that it
measures 2 inches. Place the paper on 
the floor, align your foot to the outline and
check that the size and shape are a good fit.

2 inches
5.08 cm

Measure this line to verify print settings 
are correct.

STYLES

drive
flit

eco | minimalist | comfort

         SIZE GUIDE

Print this template on an 8.5” x 11” sheet.


